
America’s Cup Endeavour O’pen BIC:  

The experience of a life time! 

With the backdrop of America’s Cup 35, thirty-two O’pen BIC sailors, ages ten to 

fifteen, participated in the America’s Cup Endeavour O’pen. The kids and parents 

represented ten different nations from around the world, and hailed the event as 

the “experience of a life time”. 

The first two days saw spectacular “Un-Regatta” style racing with required 

freestyle moves, unique course obstacles, and tight courses. Several reaching, 

America’s Cup style starts tested the sailors, and made for very close action.

Bryce Tone, from Sarasota Florida, edged out Leo Beyer of Germany and local 

Bermudian O’pen BIC star, Aiden Lopes, to take first place. Olga Fregni of Italy was 

fourth, followed by Hawaiian, Marcos Baez.

The biggest action, however, was Saturday between Race One and Race Two of  

the America’s Cup Finals. After the O’pen BIC “Dock Out Show” on the big stage,  

the kids raced the “Half Time Show” in front of thousands of cheering spectators.  

To kick off this quick, eight-minute race, a reaching start brought the O’pen BICs 

within a few boat lengths of the Grand Stands. After a short reach and upwind 

leg, the sailors slalomed downwind around jibe marks. Along the way, required 

capsizes, stand up sailing, and tight mark roundings led to exciting racing.  
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The grand finale was the “Bridge of Doom.” In order to cross beneath, sailors had 

to heel over far enough to clear their masts, while not capsizing. Marcos Baez from 

Hawaii Kai Boat Club led the fleet through the finish, but all thirty-two O’pen BIC 

sailors brought the spectators to a roar with their impressive show of seamanship.

In their encore, O’pen BIC sailors took to the water again in front of the Grand 

Stands, Sunday, just before Race Three of the America’s Cup Finals. This time 

they put on an O’pen BIC Freestyle Exhibition, and delighted the crowds with all 

kinds of boat handling skills, creative balancing acts, and spectacular dismounts. 

The O’pen BIC sailors unlocked new heights in their stoke by adding elements 

of windsurfing, skateboarding, snowboarding to junior sailing. As the incredible 

America’s Cup Class (ACC) foiling catamarans showcased the future of stadium 

sailing, the O’pen BIC sailors demonstrated on Saturday and Sunday what is 

possible in junior sailing.

To see brief video highlights, go to:

Check out the recap of this amazing experience for O’pen BIC sailors  

at the America’s Cup Half Time Show

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2EVdYGovis8&feature=youtu.be

Saturday O’pen BIC Half Time Show 

https://www.facebook.com/sailbic/videos/1405486582864736/

Thursday/Friday America’s Cup Endeavour O’pen 

https://www.facebook.com/sailbic/videos/1402054253207969/

O’pen BIC Welcome to the America’s Cup 

https://www.facebook.com/sailbic/videos/1401265276620200/

HD Action photos selection:  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-SvJIKB_DR9X1FSZThxc1BjY1k

Results, photo gallery, videos… go to the event web site:  

http://ac35endeavouropen.com/

Instagram: 

http://bit.ly/sailopenbic

Facebook: 

http://bit.ly/openbicsocial
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